Tasmania’s Northwest coastlines
are world-class with unique marine
life found nowhere else in the world
Bass Strait is home to the world’s largest animal,
the endangered Blue whale, and is crucial for
endangered Southern Right whale calving.

THE ISSUES
• The toxic salmon industry is intending to expand into
Bass Strait.
• The government has issued contentious research
permits off Stanley and King Island and are
considering a third near Burnie.
• It takes six months or more for some areas of Bass
Strait to flush meaning that fish farm pollution will be
concentrated, not diluted or dispersed.
• The government attempted to exclude the community
from the commenting on the Burnie salmon trial, as the
consultation was not advertised.
• After the public and BBF mobilised, 1352 submissions
to the Burnie salmon trial were received, with the
community expressing concerns about impacts on the
local wildlife and environment, marine debris, buildup of pollutants, warming waters, fish deaths, impacts
on recreational waters users and fishers, and lack of
regulation

• The community is being lied to about expansions.
More pens can go in the waters, despite a government
moratorium.
• One single salmon pen can dump the same amount of
nitrogen pollution into the marine environment as the
sewage from the whole population of Burnie! Yuck!
• Salmon farms are causing massive environmental
degradation and community disturbance in Tasmania.
• Blue whales and other species face displacement from
industrial noise, entanglement in ropes or nets and
ship strike

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Contact your local state and federal members to tell
them to STOP the Bass Strait Salmon Sea Grab.
Contact Bob Brown Foundation Fish Farms and Marine
Campaigner Bec Howarth at bec@bobbrown.org.au
Take action now!

“

Blue whales and other species
face displacement from industrial
noise, entanglement in ropes or
nets and ship strike.”

